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Ions at the Air-Water Interface: An End to a Hundred-Year-Old Mystery?
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Availability of highly reactive halogen ions at the surface of aerosols has tremendous implications for
the atmospheric chemistry. Yet neither simulations, experiments, nor existing theories are able to provide a
fully consistent description of the electrolyte-air interface. In this Letter a new theory is proposed which
allows us to explicitly calculate the ionic density profiles, the surface tension, and the electrostatic
potential difference across the solution-air interface. Predictions of the theory are compared to experiments and are found to be in excellent agreement. The theory also sheds new light on one of the oldest
puzzles of physical chemistry—the Hofmeister effect.
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Since van’t Hoff’s experimental measurements of osmotic pressure more than 120 years ago, electrolyte solutions have fascinated physicists, chemists, and biologists
alike [1]. The theory of Debye and Hückel (DH) [2] was
able to address almost all of the properties of bulk electrolytes. On the other hand, electrolyte-air interface remains a
puzzle up to now. The mystery appeared when Heydweiller
[3] measured the surface tension of various electrolyte
solutions and observed that it was larger than the interfacial
tension of pure water. While the dependence on the type of
cation was weak, a strong variation of the excess surface
tension was found with the type of anion. The sequence
was reverse of the famous Hofmeister series [4], which was
known to govern stability of protein solutions against salting out. An explanation for this behavior was advanced by
Wagner [5] and Onsager and Samaras [6] (WOS), who
argued that when ions approach the dielectric air-water
interface, they see their image charge and are repelled
from it. This produces a depletion zone which, with the
help of thermodynamics, can be related to the excess
surface tension. The theory and its future modifications
[7], however, were unable to account for the Hofmeister
series and showed strong deviations from the experimental
measurements above 100 mM concentrations. The fact
that something was seriously wrong with the WOS approach was already clear in 1924, when Frumkin measured
the potential difference across the air-water interface and
found that for all halogen salts—except for fluoride—the
electrostatic potential difference (air  water) was more
negative for solution than for pure water [8]. This suggested that anions were able to approach the interface
closer than the cations, or even be adsorbed to it. This
contradicted the very foundation of the WOS theory. The
confused state of affairs continued for the next 70 years,
until the photoelectron emission experiments [9–11] and
the polarizable force-field simulations [12] showed that
Frumkin was right, and ions might be present at the interface. The situation, however, remains far from resolved.
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Simulations predict so much adsorption that the excess
surface tension of NaI solution becomes negative, contrary
to experiments [13]. Furthermore, while the electron spectroscopy was finding the surface composition of solution to
be enhanced in anions [10], vibrational sum-frequency
spectroscopy (VSFS) indicated a significantly diminished
anion population in the topmost layer [14]. The two results
appear to be contradictory. The questions, therefore, remain: Are there ions at the air-water interface? If so, why
are they there and what are their concentrations? Besides
its relation to the Hofmeister series, availability of highly
reactive halogens at the surface of aerosol particles has a
tremendous implication for the atmospheric chemistry and
might help to explain the excessive rate of ozone depletion
observed experimentally [15]. In this Letter a theory will
be presented which allows all the pieces of this hundredyear-old puzzle to fit together.
We begin by studying the excess surface tension  of an
electrolyte solution. This can be calculated by integrating
the Gibbs adsorption isotherm equation, d ¼ þ dþ 
 d , where  are the ion excess per unit area, and 
are the ionic chemical potentials. Suppose that the electrolyte is confined to a mesoscopic drop of water of radius R,
corresponding to the position of the Gibbs dividing surface
(GDS) [16]. Adsorptions are defined as
Z 1

1
4R3
2
 
cb ; (1)
 ðrÞ4r dr 
3
4R2 0
where  ðrÞ are the ionic density profiles and cb ¼
þ ð0Þ ¼  ð0Þ is the bulk concentration of electrolyte. If
the system—water þ vapor—contains N ion pairs, Eq. (1)
simplifies to  ¼ N=4R2  cb R=3.
Let us first consider the alkali-metal cations such as Liþ ,
Naþ , and Kþ . These ions are small and strongly hydrated.
They can, therefore, be modeled as rigid spheres of hydrated radius ah and fixed charge q located at the center.
Water and air will be treated as uniform dielectrics of
permittivities w ¼ 80 and a ¼ 1, respectively, with a
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discontinuity across the GDS. For a cation to move across
the GDS, requires shedding its hydration sheath. For small,
highly hydrated cations, this costs a lot of energy, resulting
in a high potential energy barrier and a strong hard-corelike repulsion from the GDS.
Suppose that a cation is located at position rp from the
center of the drop. The electrostatic potential inside the
electrolyte satisfies the usual DH equation, r2 ’  2 ’ ¼
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
 4q
w ðr  rp Þ, where  ¼ 8q cb =w kB T is the inverse Debye length. In the vapor phase the electrostatic
potential satisfies the Laplace equation, r2 ’ ¼ 0. For
mesoscopic water drops of radius R  1=, curvature
can be neglected and the two partial differential equations
can be solved using the Hankel transform [17]. Once the
electrostatic potential is known, the work required to bring
an ion from the bulk electrolyte to some distance z from the
interface—z axis is oriented into the drop, with the GDS at
z ¼ 0—can be calculated using the Güntelberg charging
process [18]. We find,
q2 Z 1
dke2sðzah Þ
2w 0
k½s coshðkah Þ  k sinhðkah Þ

;
(2)
s½s coshðkah Þ þ k sinhðkah Þ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where s ¼ 2 þ k2 . Equation (2) accounts for two fundamental contributions: the interaction of an ion with its
image across the interface, and for the loss of screening
resulting from breaking of spherical symmetry near the
surface. In their theory of surface tension, Onsager and
Samaras included ionic size by adopting the bulk spherically symmetrical potential of Debye and Hückel. By
doing this, they have failed to account for the loss of
screening near the interface, which leads to additional
repulsion. This is one of the reasons why WOS theory
significantly underestimates surface tensions of ‘‘hard’’
nonpolarizable electrolytes such as NaF [17].
While the alkali-metal ions are strongly hydrated, the
large halogen anions, such as iodine and bromide, have low
electronic charge density and are weakly hydrated. To
solvate an ion of radius a0 , requires creation of a cavity
and disturbance of the hydrogen bond network. For small
 the free energy cost scales with
cavities of radius a0 < 4 A,
the volume of the void [19]. If part of the ion leaves the
aqueous environment, the cavitational energy will decrease
proportionately to the volume exposed. This results in a
short range cavitation potential which forces ions to move
across the air-water interface,
 3
a ;
z  a0
Ucav ðzÞ ¼ 1 0 3 z
(3)
z
2
4 a0 ða0 þ 1Þ ð2  a0 Þ; a0 < z < a0 :
Wðz; ah Þ ¼

 3.
From bulk simulations [20], we obtain   0:3kB T=A
For strongly hydrated alkali-metal cations, the cavitational
energy cost is too low to compensate the loss of hydration
and the exposure of ionic charge to the low dielectric
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environment. For soft, unhydrated halogens, the situation
is very different. As these ions move across the interface,
they progressively shift their charge towards the part that
remains hydrated, thus allowing them to reduce the cavitational energy at a small price in electrostatic self energy
[21].
To see how this works, consider a perfectly polarizable
ion modeled as a conducting spherical shell of radius a0
and charge q, free to distribute itself over its surface. The
electrostatic self energy [21] of such an ion when its center
is located at distance z from the GDS is Us ðzÞ ¼
0Þ
1=ðarccosðz=a
þ 2aw Þ. This expression is accurate for

a0 < z < a0 =4, and is exact for ions located precisely
at the GDS, z ¼ 0. For such ions, Us ð0Þ  q2 =w a0 , which
is more than an order of magnitude lower than the electrostatic energy of a hard nonpolarizable ion at the same
position, q2 =4a a0 !
Although fundamentally important at the interface, for
distances z  a0 , effects of ionic polarizability are negligible. This can be verified by noting that for a hard ion
located at z ¼ a0 , the electrostatic self energy is
Uhard ða0 Þ ¼ 3q2 =4w a0 . On the other hand, the self energy
of a perfectly polarizable ion at the same position is
Usoft ða0 Þ ¼ q2 =2 lnð2Þw a0 , which can be calculated exactly by resumming a series of images necessary to keep
 the difference
the ion at fixed potential. For a0  2 A,
between Uhard ða0 Þ and Usoft ða0 Þ is about 0:1kB T.
Therefore, for distances z > a0 , the ionic polarizability
can be neglected. The above calculation was performed
in the infinite dilution limit. At finite ionic concentrations,
polarization effects will be even less significant, since all
the induced interactions are doubly screened [22]. For z >
a0 the anion-interface electrostatic potential will, therefore, be well approximated by Eq. (2), with ah ! a0 . The
total anion potential can then be obtained by interpolating
between Eq. (2) and Us ðzÞ. We find

q2
2w a0

8
q2
3
for z  a0
>
< Wðz; a0 Þ þ a0 þ 2w a0
Utot ðzÞ ¼ Wða0 ;a0 Þz þ Us ðzÞ þ Ucav ðzÞ for 0 < z < a0 :
>
: a0
Us ðzÞ þ Ucav ðzÞ
for  a0 < z 0
(4)
Since the electrostatic self energy is extremely large for
z < a0 , no ion will be found at these distances.
So far our discussion has been for perfectly polarizable
ions. Real ions, however, have finite polarizability. The
polarization potential for such ions has been derived in
Ref. [21]. For such ions, Eq. (4) should be modified by
replacing the ideal potential Us ðzÞ, by the polarization
potential Up ðzÞ of Ref. [21]. The potentials of all ions are
plotted in Fig. 1.
The ionic density profiles can now be calculated numerically by solving the nonlinear modified PoissonBoltzmann (mPB) equation r2 ðrÞ ¼  4q
w ½þ ðrÞ 
 ðrÞ, where
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FIG. 1 (color online). The ion-surface interaction potentials at
1M salt concentration. For hydrated ions there is a hardcore
 and the cavitarepulsion from the GDS located at r ¼ 300 A,
tional energy is omitted since it is constant.
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(5)

and  is the Heaviside step function. The excess surface
tension of electrolyte solution can then be obtained by
integrating the Gibbs adsorption isotherm equation (1)
with  ¼ lnðcb 3 Þ, where  is the de Broglie thermal wavelength.
We start with NaI. Since I is large and soft, it should be
unhydrated in the interfacial region. For its radius, we use
the value calculated by Latimer, Pitzer, and Slansky [23]
from fitting the experimentally measured free energy of
hydration to the Born model. Latimer radii for halogens
come out to be almost identical to the Pauling crystal radii,
differing from them by only 0.1 Å. Since in the bulk our
theory reduces to the Born model, Latimer radii: aI ¼
 aCl ¼ 1:91 A,
 and aF ¼ 1:46 A,

 aBr ¼ 2:05 A,
2:26 A,
are particularly appropriate. For ionic polarizabilities we
 3 , Br ¼
will use the values from Ref. [24]: I ¼ 7:4 A
3
3
3
 , and F ¼ 1:31 A
 . Our strategy
 , Cl ¼ 3:77 A
5:07 A
will be to adjust the hydrated radius of Naþ to best fit the
experimental surface tension for NaI. The same value of
ah , will then be used to calculate the surface tension of
other sodium salts and compare them to the experimental
measurements [25]. Figure 2 shows the result of this pro gives an excellent fit to the
cedure. We find that ah ¼ 2:5 A
experimental data for NaI. Since Br ion is also large and
soft, we expect that it will also remain unhydrated in the
interfacial region. This expectation is well justified, and a
good agreement is obtained with the experimental data,
Fig. 2. The situation should be very different for F , which
is small, hard, and strongly hydrated. This means that just
like for cation, a hard core repulsion from the GDS must be
explicitly included in the mPB equation. We then find an
almost perfect agreement with the experimental data using

FIG. 2 (color online). Surface tension of NaF, NaCl, NaBr, and
 and
NaI. Naþ and Cl are partially hydrated with ah ¼ 2:5 A
 while
2.0 Å, respectively, F is fully hydrated with ah ¼ 3:52 A,
the large halogens I and Br are unhydrated. Symbols are the
experimental data from [25].

 [26]. The
the bulk hydrated radius of F , ah ¼ 3:52 A
most difficult electrolyte to study theoretically is the usual
table salt, NaCl. The size of chloride is sufficiently small
that hydration must be taken into account. At the same
time, it is also quite polarizable. We find that using Latimer
size for Cl gives a very reasonable agreement with experiment, however, the agreement can be made perfect if

we assume a small hydration, ah ¼ 2:0 A.
The density profiles for NaF, NaBr, and NaI are shown in
Fig. 3. In agreement with the polarizable force-field simulations, the density profiles for large halogens I and Br
differ significantly from the classical WOS picture. We find
that there is a considerable concentration of anions at the
GDS. However, unlike simulations [13], and in agreement
with the surface tension experiments, our adsorption always remains negative. The theory also agrees with the
electron spectroscopy measurements showing that close to
the GDS, there is a larger excess of anions over cations.
However, just as was found using VSFS, the absolute
concentration of anions at the surface is about half that
of the bulk. We are, therefore, able to reconcile the two sets
of apparently contradictory experimental results. Finally,
we calculate the excess electrostatic potential difference
across the interface,  , for 1M solutions of NaF, NaCl,
NaBr, and NaI. We obtain: þ3:8, 1:9, 9:1, and
14:0 mV, for the four salts, respectively. These are quite
close to the values originally measured by Frumkin [8,27].
In particular, one should note the change of sign of the
electrostatic potential going from NaF to NaCl, first observed by Frumkin and confirmed by the present theory.
We have seen that by adjusting only the hydrated radius
of sodium cation, we are able to account for the surface
tensions of four different electrolyte solutions and for their
values of  . It should, therefore, be possible to predict the
surface tensions and the  of other salts—as long as their
anions are sufficiently large and weakly hydrated. This is
the case, for example, for NaNO3 , NaIO3 , and NaClO4 .
The only experimental data available to us is for NaNO3
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FIG. 3 (color online). Density profiles for NaF, NaBr, and NaI

at 1M concentration. The GDS is at r ¼ 300 A.

[28] which, once again, shows a good agreement between
the theory and experiment. For NaClO4 , we find that at low
concentrations the excess surface tension is very small
(slightly negative) but grows with increasing concentration
of electrolyte. For 1M NaClO4 , the calculated value of 
is 42 mV, while the value originally measured by
Frumkin was 48 mV [27]. For 1M NaNO3 and NaIO3 ,
we obtain  ¼ 8:2 and 22 mV, respectively.
We have presented a theory which allows us to calculate
surface tensions and surface potentials for seven different
electrolyte solution using only one adjustable parameter—
 This
the hydrated radius of sodium cation, ah ¼ 2:5 A.
value is very reasonable, lying between the Pauling crystal
radius and the bulk hydration radius of Naþ . In the case of
five sodium salts for which there is experimental data
available to us, the theory is found to be in very good
agreement with the measured surface tensions. Using the
same value of ah , we are also able to account for the
experimentally measured electrostatic potential differences across the solution-air interfaces. The theory provides a very interesting picture of the interfacial region:
alkali-metal cations and fluoride anion are strongly hydrated and are repelled from the GDS. On the other
hand, heavy halogens, Br and I , and the monovalent
oxy-anions, NO 3 , IO 3 , and ClO 4 , are unhydrated, and
as a result of their polarizability are significantly adsorbed
to the surface. Nevertheless, their absolute concentration at
the GDS remains below that of the bulk value. All these
conclusions are in agreement with recent photoelectron
spectroscopy and the VSFS measurements. In view of the
success of the theory, it seems reasonable to hope that a
fully quantitative understanding of the Hofmeister effect
might now be in sight.
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